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Vietnamese Teachers’ Day
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Vietnamese Teacher's Day, locally known as “Ngày Nhà
giáo Việt Nam”  is a day that holds a special place in the
hearts of students, educators, and the Vietnamese
culture. In Vietnam, teachers are often considered to be
second parents, guiding students not only in academics
but also in life. 

On November 20th, 2023, SGA students showed their love
and respect to their teachers by giving flowers, and
heartfelt notes. One note reads “Happy Vietnamese
Teacher’s Day to the educators who light up our path to
knowledge!”

SGA Christmas Decorations

Christmas is coming next month. All SGA students were
excited about spreading the joy of Christmas and helped
decorate our school hallways and classes with colorful
ornaments. 

Students gathered various stunning and easy ideas for
Christmas decorations to impress teachers and friends.  
They used their creativity and innovation to decorate all
corners of the school to welcome the coming festive holiday
season.

Yi-Chen Huang from Taiwan 
Studying abroad is a challenge but an amazing decision for every international student,
For Yi-Chen, completing a high school diploma at SGA and then pursuing a university
degree would be an exciting journey for his life.

Q: What do you think about studying at SGA?
St. George Academy is a very caring community and everyone has a really strong
connection with each other. I have made a lot of friends from different countries and
backgrounds.  Also, the teachers here are professional and they are very patient with
me and help me a lot with my language learning and academic coursework. Last but
not least, the staff and counselors took good care of me and my daily life and
everything. They help me get used to overseas life very quickly and provide
convenience to my life.
Q: Why would you recommend SGA to students considering joining a high
school?
St. George Academy is a very professional school that has a very well-established
education system to teach students and to help them achieve their goals. Like most of
my classmates, they enrolled in the University of Toronto which is the Top University in
Canada. And I’m so proud to be joining Queen’s College of The City University of New
York in the US. The SGA counselors helped all students find what major they liked and
guided them to apply for their dream programs. 
Q: Could you share with us more about the in-class memories and the
activities you've done at SGA?
 SGA took us ice skating downtown and it was a fresh experience for me. I like SGA for
all the help and support they offered me to enjoy city life.


